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In [1] was shown that Nonlinear Schrödinger equation 
02 2 =−+ qqqiq xxt σ                                                                   (1) 
with special gauge transformation 
)exp( θiqQq ⋅=→ ,                                                                      (2) 












 proceed to Kundu-Eckhaus equation: 
.0)(22 2422 =++−+ QQiQQQQQiQ xxxt δδσ                                       (4) 
Nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) (1) appears in different physical contexts: in nonlinear 
optics [2]-[5], in plasma’s physics [6], in fiber optics [7], in Bose-Einstein condensates [8]-[9] and oth-
ers. It consists soliton solutions [10], [11]. The stability of NLSE solutions is associated with a balance 
between linear dispersive and nonlinear collapsing terms. But in some physical situations are de-
manded addition of higher nonlinear terms to (1) (see ref. [12]). Then balance lost and equation 
doesn’t allow analytical solutions. In [1] are shown that NLSE with addition terms (higher order 
nonlinear terms compensates higher order linear terms) allows analytical solutions. 
In this letter we study by numerically methods the solutions of (4). 
Introduce phase time , Vtxz −= 2/Vp =  and solution of (4) present in such form [13] 
))(exp()(),( tpzizytxQ ω+= . 
Then (4) we can write in next form ( ) 0)(22 **4220zz =′+′⋅⋅++−+ yyyyyiyyyyyEy δδσ .                               (5) 
Here  is complex function. It is related to complex unit before the last term in (5). We can split 
 on real and imaginary parts 
)(zy
)(zy
)()()( ziuzvzy += .                                                             (6) 
Then we find the system of equations 
( ) ( ) ( )
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Here . This method of solution KE-equation doesn’t allow us to distinguish solitons and 
solitary waves. 
ω−= 20 pE










































































Figure 3. E0=-1, σ=1, δ=10 
























Figure 4. E0=-2, σ=1, δ=10 
 
From fig.3-4 see that in defocusing case ( 1=σ ), at first, solution increase to some value and after 
decrease to some constant level and oscillate. The oscillations are demonstrated on fig.5. Also from fig.1-
2 see that if  increase then amplitude of solutions also increases and the number of solitons on the 
same phase time increase. 
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Figure 5. E0=-2, σ=1, δ=10 (long distances) 
 
The sign of σ  don’t influence on solutions form. It can be explained by domination other terms. 
Next eq.(5) present in form ( ) 0)(22 **442320zz =′+′⋅⋅++−+ yyyyyaiyyayyyEy δδσ .                     (8) 
In such form we can study the influence of all terms on the solutions (the introduction the same multiplier 
before the second and the third terms not essential because it only change the sign of  and 0E σ , respec-
tively). In fig.6-7 the results of solution for 1±=σ  are presented. From fig.6 see that if  increase the 



























































Figure 7. E0=-2, σ=1, δ=10 
 
From fig.7 see that in the case 1=σ  the behavior of amplitude other than in the case 1−=σ . See 
that if  increase the amplitude decrease. 4a
The influence of the fourth term in (8) is demonstrated on fig.8. See that with increase  the am-
plitude of solutions decrease. 
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